CONTACT

Businessman, entrepreneur, and technologist.
Peter Hadlaw
Always searching for ways to improve society. peter@peterhadlaw.com / (847) 920-7383
Partnering with people who share that goal. 1420 S Western Ave. / Park Ridge, IL 60068

VENTURES

GLOBUS.ORG

FULLB.IT

EXPERIENCE

PETER HADLAW

PETERHADLAW.COM
FULLB.IT

ABOUT ME

My professional design & development ﬁrm.

EDUCATION

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

2009 - PRESENT

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR - FOURTH YEAR

Personally handle all client interactions and
needs - from the ﬁrst inquiry to the ﬁnal
invoice and any continued management.
Develop engaging web sites/ applications.
Establish brand identities through logos, print
and other mediums.

Camras Scholar
Full tuition scholarship for a combination of
academic, social, and extracurricular success. One
of the most prestigious awards at IIT.

UChi, Argonne - Fire & Forget Data Transfer.
SUMMERS OF 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

+ Updated core component’s dependencies to
latest versions and related core code
updates
+ Created a reference third-party app to test
and demo a new product / API
+ Performance tested service backend for
scalability and overhead.
+ Worked on unifying a multi-OS project to be
platform independent.
+ Built an Android app interface to their
service
+ Developed caching application for
TwitterAPI
+ Worked on a system to help researchers
Aromatic - SUMMER 2014 -SUMMER 2015
CTO. Responsible for all technological responsibilities. Web app, payment processing,
customer data and orders.
Throne VIP - SUMMER OF 2014
Developed key part of the service, the administration web application. Worked remotely
for the startup in California.
207Class - SEPT 2010 - JULY 2011
Web app focused on providing easy collab
between teachers and students.
Was offered to sign a contract making the
software ofﬁcial for all three highschools
district wide.
Workur - JAN 2012 - SEPT 2012
Revolutionary scheduling management
system.

Relevant Classes
Data structures, assembly programming & computer organization, discrete structures, systems
programming, SQL databases, programming
languages & translators, operating systems, algorithms, data mining, artiﬁcial intelligence, machine
learning, natural language processing.
MULTIPLE LEADERSHIP RETREATS
Took part in leadership and teamwork building
retreats - including Camp Vista’s and IIT Leadership
Academy’s.
GENERAŁ ANDERS POLISH SCHOOL
Polish language, culture and history education.

SKILLS

PYTHON, JAVASCRIPT, WEB SCRAPING, INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, MACHINE
LEARNING, NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING, C,
CLOJURE, LISP, GIT + WORKFLOWS, HASKELL, NODE,
METEOR, HTML, OOP, FP, CSS, SQL, PHOTOSHOP, JAVA

MORE

Counselor & Volunteer at Camp Vista
Organization of task and objectives, prepared daily
activities for campers, taught proper use of equipment, and other responsibilities required for
running an away-from-home summer camp. Also
designed a vector map of the camp ground.
Volunteer Work for Easter Seals
Raised money for children with autism.
Volunteer Work for Szkoła Ks. Ignacego
Created, helped maintain a Polish School website.

